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Figure 2. Plot of In (l/T,) vs. 1/r for the CH3 proton Ti OfRu(AA)3, 
V(AA)3, and Mn(AA)3. 

crystal-field theory are 60 cm -1 (0.72 kJ mol-1) and 50 cm -1 

(0.59 kJ mol-1). We propose that as this pseudorotation occurs 
the magnetic properties of the complex are time modulated and 
electron spin relaxation results. Our estimate of the barrier is 
somewhat higher than the theoretical although the many ap
proximations made in the crystal-field calculations make a 
close comparison of the theoretical and experimental results 
unwarranted. This is especially so when the curvature of Figure 
2 is taken into account. In fact, it may be somewhat premature 
to assume a simple exponential dependence of the Jahn-Teller 
time process on the barrier height.8 The ground-state potential 
energy surface of V and Ru is likely to be quite complex al
though the gross effects of Jahn-Teller forces are less than for 
the Mn complex.9 Our results suggest though that electron spin 
relaxation resulting from time modulation of the potential 
energy surface is probably operative for these complexes.12 

The above analysis suggests that NMR relaxation time 
measurements may be a useful probe into the finer details of 
the ground-state potential energy surface of certain transition 
metal complexes. However, variable-temperature relaxation 
time measurements can certainly be used as demonstrated 
above to determine whether rotational reorientation dominates 
the nuclear and electron spin relaxation processes. 
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Cyclohexane-Soluble, Helical Cooligopeptides with 
Alternating L-Isoleucine and D-AUoisoleucine Residues 

Sir: 
Specific helical conformations variously called /3-, ITLD-, or 

LD-helices have been proposed1-3 for chains of alternating L-
and D-amino acid residues. However, experimental evidence 
for these helices is rather limited. We are investigating a series 
of Boc-protected L,D-alternating cooligopeptide methyl esters 
derived from the diastereomeric amino acids L-isoleucine 
(H-L-IIe-OH) and D-alloisoleucine (H-D-alle-OH) with 
-D-alle- as the C-terminal residue. The highest members of 
this series that we have synthesized, Boc-D-aIle-(L-Ile-D-
aIle)3-OMe (I) and Boc-(L-Ile-D-aIle)4-OMe (II), are soluble 
in cyclohexane. Our data suggest that in this solvent these two 
cooligopeptides assume helical conformations of the /3-type, 
with the same prevailing sense of twist. 

Analytically pure I and II were prepared from commercial 
amino acids of very high optical purity using conventional 
racemization-free methods. We checked the optical purities 
and found that L-isoleucine was practically 100% pure, and 
D-alloisoleucine contained less than 3% of combined enan
tiomeric and diastereomeric impurities. 

The CD spectra of I and II in cyclohexane between 185 and 
250 nm (Figure 1) have very high molar ellipticity maxima, 
indicating that these cooligopeptides are predominantly in 
either one or a small number of similar conformation(s). The 
profiles are similar to that observed4-5 for poly(L-Ala-D-Val) 
in trifluoroethanol, which has been assigned to a /3-helix, but 
the intensity of the dichroic bands is much higher (molar el
lipticity per residue at the extrema: I, -21 500, +50 000; II, 
-16 000, +27 000; poly(L-Ala-D-Val), -3300, +6000. The 
poly (L-AIa-D-VaI) values have been approximated from 
Figure 3 of ref 5). Although the curves of Figure 1 also re
semble those6 of L-oligopeptides in the /J-sheet structure, they 
cannot be attributed to any multimolecular aggregate. Our 
evidence for this is that spectroscopic measurements at 25-30 
0C reveal no appreciable concentration dependence for the 
properties of I and II in cyclohexane in the range of concen-
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Figure 1. CD spectra of indicated cooligopeptides in cyclohexane solution: 
concn, 0.2 mg/ml; T, 25 0C. Values for the molar ellipticity of each oli
gomer are recorded. 
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Figure 2. Peptide proton resonances in the 360-MHz FT 1H NMR spec
trum of II in cyclohexane-rfi2 (concn, 20 mg/ml; T, 25 0C). The assign
ment is based on the integrated spectrum and on NMR spectra of other 
oligopeptides.5'" The digital resolution is 0.488 Hz/point. 

trations from 1 to 10 mg/10 ml and that vapor pressure os
mometry measurements (at 37 0C) yield apparent molecular 
weights only 1.9 times the formula weights at concentrations 
as high as 200 mg/10 ml. In the case of I, for which measure
ments at different concentrations down to 50 mg/10 ml were 
carried out, the data extrapolate to the formula weight of the 
cooligopeptide at infinite dilution. Although the possibility of 
an association to dimer at high concentrations cannot be ruled 
out, these data suggest that I and II are monomeric in the 
conditions of our spectroscopic measurements. NMR spectra 
(360 MHz) of cyclohexane solutions of I and II show well-
resolved peptide proton resonances with several vicinal coupling 
constants larger than 8.6 Hz. Figure 2 illustrates this for II. 
Using the refined relationship given by Bystrov et' al.7 such 
large coupling constants can be assigned with large confidence 
to dihedral angles 0 between the H-N-C" and the N-C"-H 
planes which are in the range of 150° to 180°. These corre
spond to conventional 8dihedral angles # about the N-C" bond 
in the range of -90° to -150° for L-residues and of +90° to 
+ 150° for D-residues. Values of <j> in these ranges characterize 
/J-helices.2'3 On these grounds we conclude that helical con
formations of this type exist for I and II in cyclohexane. A 
regular /3-helix, which would have a number of nonbonded NH 

protons at its two extremities, is not consistent with the results 
of IR-absorption measurements, which reveal only a very weak 
band at the frequencies expected (~3440 cm-1) for nonbonded 
NH protons. The amide A region shows a band with a maxi
mum (3310 cm"1) in the range of frequencies typical9 of the 
strong hydrogen bonds of L-oligopeptides in the /3-sheet 
structure, implying there are hydrogen bonds of comparable 
strength in I and II in cyclohexane solution. This band has a 
shoulder on the high frequency side, suggesting that some of 
the hydrogen bonds may be weaker. It seems therefore that the 
NH protons, which are not involved in the strong interturn 
bonding, form less strong intramolecular bonds, possibly of the 
C7 type.10 These bonds and a distortion of the helix could ac
count for the several coupling constants observed (Figure 
2). 

The similarity of the two curves of Figure 1 may evidence 
an identity of the sense of twist. For infinitely long chains of 
alternating diastereomeric L- and D-residues, the difference 
in energy of the two senses of twist of a /3-helix is determined 
solely by the configuration of the side groups. For short chains 
such as those of I and II, the sequence number of the two dif
ferent residues in the chain may play an important role in 
stabilizing or destabilizing one sense of twist with respect to 
the other. Further study is projected to establish the relative 
influence of the chiral side groups of identical configuration 
on the conformation of I and II. 
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Solvolysis of Secondary Substrates by a Limiting 
Mechanism. The Cyclooctyl System 

Sir: 

The solvolysis reactions of secondary substrates have re
cently been described in terms of competitive neighboring-
group (&A) and nucleophilic solvent (ks) assisted processes, 
eq 1, 

ACf ^ / C ^ 1 /Cg (D 
with these processes approaching a limiting or unassisted kc 
process as assistance becomes weak.1 4 There has been much 
debate concerning the importance of the kc pathway for the 
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